INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic fields due to lightning channel can be effective on the power line via creating of lightning induced overvoltage on them [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, evaluation of true values of electromagnetic fields is an important objective for setting protection level of power lines. Several studies have been done to evaluate electromagnetic fields due to lightning channel while the vertical shape of lightning channel is as a widely used assumption in those studies [4] [5] [6] . On the other hand, in the reality lightning strikes to the ground with a certain angle more than zero degree respect to z axis (perpendicular on the ground surface) and the lightning branches are usually at some hundred meters above the ground surface along lightning channel [7] [8] [9] . Therefore, the electromagnetic fields at early microsecond will be due to an inclined lightning channel. The electromagnetic fields associated with inclined lightning channel are more depend on the channel angle respect to z axis and also the position of nll n2 are the exponents (2� 10),
On the other hand, the typical initial parameters for channel base current of an inclined lightning channel are X 10 3 X 10-8 X 10-7 X 10-6 X 10- 5 9 sf\-
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Where:
z' is the temporary charge height along lightning channel, I(z' ,t) is current distribution along lightning channel at any height z' and any time t,
I(O,t) is channel base current,
A is the decay constant, 
III. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS ASSOCIATED WITH AN INCLINED LIGHTNING CHANNEL
The electromagnetic fields associated with inclined lightning channel can be evaluated by equations (3) to (12) directly in the time domain based on the geometry of problem that is illustrated in Fig.2 [7, II] .
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dEz(x,y,z,a,t.r ' ) Bx (x, y, z, e, t) is the magnetic flux density in x-direction due to inclined lightning channel, By (x, y, z, e, t) is the magnetic flux density in y-direction due to inclined lightning channel, B z (x, y, z, e, t) is the magnetic flux density in z-direction due to inclined lightning channel .
B cp (r, z, CP, e, t n ) is the magnetic flux density in cp direction due to inclined lightning channel,
Ez(x, y, z, e, t, r') is the electric field in z-direction associated with the inclined lightning channel,
A 2 (r') = 2y -2r' sin e. R(r') = .J X 2 + (y -r' sin e) 2 + (z -r' cos e) 2 LH is the time step, n is the number of time steps, t n = .Jr 2 c +z 2 In order to consider on the variation of the peaks of electromagnetic fields of inclined lightning channel compared to vertical lightning channel two indicator factors are proposed by equations (13) and (14) for magnetic flux density and vertical electric field as follow;
B ; n e C � � n e d is the peak of magnetic flux density due to inclined lightning channel.
B�:�� c a l is the peak of magnetic flux density due to vertical lightning channel.
EZ ; :c � � n e d is the peak of magnetic flux density due to inclined lightning channel.
EZ�:� c a l is the peak of magnetic flux density due to vertical lightning channel.
Therefore, the values of S B and SE z factors for an observation point on the ground surface with r=15m distance from channel base are evaluated as shown in Figs.3 and 4 , respectively while the current parameters are obtained from TABLE 1. Fig.3 illustrates that the SB factor at cP=o has increasing trend by increasing of channel angle as opposed to cp=45 and 90 degrees. Therefore, the peak values of magnetic field due to inclined lightning channel are smaller than the similar values due to vertical lightning channel at cp=45 and 90 degrees as opposed to cP=o. It should be mentioned the condition of e=o considers on the vertical lightning channel based on Fig.2 . On the other hand, Fig.3 shows that in the same value of e, by increasing of CP, the value of S B factors are decreased. Therefore, by increasing the channel angle, the values of vertical electric field will have an increasing trend as compared to the corresponding field due to vertical lightning channeL On the other hand, the vertical electric field is an effective factor in some coupling models such as Agrawal model [15] [16] . Therefore, considering on the channel angle of lightning channel, at least up to some hundred meters above the ground surface, the results are expected to influence the field calculations and thus its corresponding lightning induced voltage on the power lines. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, the electromagnetic fields associated with the inclined lightning channels were considered. This is particularly important considering the fact that lightning strikes to the ground with different angles with respect to ground surface (also referred as inclined). Therefore, the electromagnetic fields due to a typical lightning channel were compared to similar values associated with vertical lightning channel via two proposed factors. The results showed that the channel angle is more effective on the vertical electric fields, which is an important parameter for evaluation of lightning induced voltage. Furthermore, the effects of observation point angle on the electromagnetic fields were also considered and the results were discussed accordingly.
